
Telesensory

Aladdin Rainbow Personal Reader

USER GUIDE



Flip the on/off switch UP to turn the 
power on.

Pull the right-hand lever TOWARD 
YOU to magnify the material on the 
tray.

Turn the knob to focus.
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MOVE THE TABLE LEVER to the left 
to move the table freely.  Look at 
the screen as you move the table.

Move the table lever to the right to 
lock the table in any position.
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PULL THE LEFT HAND LEVER to 
change color settings.
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Reading pill bottles:  To read pill bottles or 
labels on cans, use the Full Color Photo 
setting and tilt the bottle toward you slightly. 
This reduces the glare from the curvature of 
the bottle or can.

Reading different-colored paper:  To read 
different-colored papers, such as blue 
insurance forms, use the full color High 
contrast or the Amber on Black settings.  
These settings enhance the contrast.

Viewing 3-D objects:  To paint fingernails, 
sew, crochet, or do other work in which a 3-
dimensional subject moves, use he Full Color 
Photo setting and lock the viewing table into 
place.

Hints for Reading
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With Aladdin Rainbow you can see what you write 
as you write it.

When first writing with Rainbow, you should keep 
the Table Lever locked so that the table cannot 
move.  As you become more familiar with writing, 
loosen the lever so you can write and move the 
reading table at the same time.

To best orient your pen to the page, place the point 
of the pen above the surface of the paper.  Move the 
pen until you see it on the screen.  Now watch the 
screen as you lower the point of the pen down to 
the paper and begin writing.

•Use the Full color Photo setting, especially the first 
few times you write.  This will reduce glare from the 
pen’s surface.
•Use the smallest magnification so that you can see 
whole words as you write.
•Use paper with heavy lines and a felt-tipped or 
other pen with a heavy point.

Hints for Writing


